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Ladder Rings
by Dustin Wedekind

Make a ladder of 2-bead stacks, then join the ends to form a ring. Add 
beads along each side of the ladder to embellish and finish the edges. 
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Ladder Rings

 mateRiaLs:s

Size 8° and ��° seed beads
Needle and thread

 techniques: 
Ladder stitch

Ladder Band 
step 1: Use 4' (�.3 m) of thread to string 4 size 8°s and 

pass through them again, leaving a 4" (�0 cm) tail. 
Arrange the beads side by side to form two 2-bead 
stacks, holding the tail at the bottom and to the left 
(Figure �).

step 2: String 2 beads and pass down through the last 
2 beads passed through. Pull snug, then pass up 
through the 2 beads just strung. String 2 beads and 
pass up through the last 2 beads passed through. Pull 
snug, then pass down through the 2 beads just strung 
(Figure 2). Repeat, stringing 2 beads for each stitch, 
and alternate working clockwise and counterclockwise. 

step 3: Stop adding beads when the ladder is long 
enough to wrap around your finger and has an even 
number of stacks. Connect the ends of the ladder 
by passing through the first and last 2-bead stacks 
(Figure 3).

Edging 
step 3: String 2 size ��°s and pass through the next 

stack to exit the other side of the ladder; repeat 
around the ring (Figure 4). When you reach the point 
where you started, string 2 size ��°s and pass through 
the next stack in the opposite direction; repeat to add 
2 beads between each of the 2 beads just worked. Pass 
through all the size ��°s on one side of the ladder to 
reinforce and snug the beads, then pass through the 

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Ladder Rings

ladder and reinforce the beads on the other side in 
the same way (Figure 5). Pass through both edges as 
many times as the holes will allow without breaking 
any beads, then trim the thread close.

step 5: Embellishing (optional): Pass through edge beads 
and connect them with bars of smaller beads to add 
another layer (or two!) around the ring as in the silver 
ring above. R

Figure 5
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Find more great beading projects in Getting 
Started with Seed Beads published by Interweave 
Press (2007)

As an editor, illustrator, and designer of beaded 
objects, Dustin WeDekinD explores the structures 
found in artwork. Learn more in his book Getting 
Started with Seed Beads (Interweave Press, 2007) 
or on his website www.bedesman.com.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw

